
Amellia Hausmann
Painter/Designer
Education
Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)  
BFA in Painting. BFA in Advertising and Branding
Expected Graduation: June 2025

Work Experience
Newborn Photographer  
Picaboo Pics in Baptist Memorial Women’s Hospital
June 2021-Present
-Acquire new customers through in-person promotion.

-Facilitate the schedule of photoshoots each day.

-Communicate with the parents to ensure a positive

  and comfortable environment while posing their baby.

-Lead the parents with clear instructions for poses during

  family photos to optimize comfort.   

-Edit the images to present to the customers for sale.

-Organize sales and money from the day.

Freelance Artist
Ahaus art
May 2020-Present
-Communicate with customers to find a piece that suites

   their budgets and needs.

-Problem solve to align my goals with the customers' goals, 

   adjusting my piece as I work.

-Organize my revenue and budget my supplies.

-Utilize social media trends and video editing to create

  content for my social media. 

-Maintain and update my website and social media.

Docent
SCAD Museum of Art
September 2022-December 2022
-Acted as the main point of contact between museum 

  patrons and the museum. 

-Provided patrons with information about our current 

  exhibitions.

-Maintained cleanliness and integrity of the galleries.

-Led group tours of the museum.

Awards
Dean’s List
SCAD
2021, 2022

National Gold Medal Portfolio
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards
2021
-One of sixteen teens nation-wide to win.

-Awarded $10,000 Scholarship

Tennessee Congressional Art Award
US House of Representatives
2021
-Nation-wide art competition.

-Showcased my art in the US Capitol for a year.

Skills
Software
-Adobe Photoshop Certified
-Microsoft Word 
-Wix
-Rhino 7 
-Keyshot
-Adobe Illustrator
-Adobe After Effects 
-Procreate

Technical
-Drawing 
-Painting 
-Photography 
-Foam and wood modeling
-3-D Printing
-Shop certified 

901-412-2314   
amjhausmann@gmail.com  
https://www.ahausart.com

Academic Experience
“The Trinity Shoe” Commercial
2022
-Designed a shoe with 3 interchangeable heel designs from 

  sketches to full renders, and created a brand around it.

-Utilized knowledge of Rhino 7 software to create by product.

-Used Keyshot software to create a dynamic 35 second 

  commercial using the animation and rendering functions.

“KLOVER”
2022
-Led a team of people in designing an eco-friendly, customizable,  

  and affordable skincare brand called “KLOVER”.

-Researched industry trends to find a niche for our product.

-Created a business model with a revenue model, go-to-market                    

  plan, fundraising plans, and financial projections.

-Pitched our presentation to a mock board of investors.


